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jigsw puzzle platinum edition is a truly
realistic jigsaw puzzle game which has
everything you need to create and play

great-looking puzzles. the game
provides a very comfortable puzzling

environment and and superb graphics.
intricately shaped pieces have slick

outlines, and bevelled edges, and cast
real shadows. in this high quality game,
you can create your own puzzles with
optional background music. i've got a
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new puzzle for you all to enjoy. this is
the first of a series of puzzles featuring
artwork by marino degano. each 1000

piece funky zoo puzzle is made in
germany by heye, measures27 x 19

when completed, and can be laid next
to each other to create an even bigger
picture. no matter which ones you lay
end to end, they will match up. here is

one for those of you who have a tile
fetish. you get the same tiles as the
funky zoo puzzle, only in multiple

combinations. this is quite possibly the
most difficult puzzle to complete i've

ever made. this is the first of a series of
puzzles featuring artwork by marino
degano. each 1000 piece funky zoo
puzzle is made in germany by heye,

measures27 x 19 when completed, and
can be laid next to each other to create
an even bigger picture. no matter which

ones you lay end to end, they will
match up. what fantastic creatures to
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discover in this wonderful collection
ofjigsaw puzzles. explore the hidden

beauty and quietness of the the
amazon,the mysterious world of the

dinosaurs, the adventures of an
epicjourney, the ghostly visit to the

planet of the apes, and the huge
amount of fun you can have playing

these beautifully illustrated puzzles. the
jigsaws will keep you mesmerized,

captivated and amused. be a part of it
all, you will be absolutely delighted to
have a go! get your fingers ready, feel
free to play, explore, and enjoy it all.
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are you fond of animals? have you ever
thought about how the alligators spend
their time? in this fun and educational

puzzle, you will find out all the answers.
we will look at the history of alligators,

how they live, what they eat, and where
they live. in this challenge, you will be
presented with a collection of twenty
jigsaw puzzles in which a variety of

species have to be put together
correctly. the different pieces are
pieces of an animal in a different

position. thus, a giraffe puzzle has to be
put together to make a giraffe. when all

pieces have been put together, the
puzzle is complete and you can admire

the result. since each puzzle is quite
complex, it is easier to start and work
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from the end of the puzzle. it is thus
important to work from the front to the
back, and then work from the right to

the left. this is a very pleasant surprise
for all of us, a new jigsaw puzzle app for
kids to learn and enjoy together. this is
a puzzle game for both young and old,

an app for kids to learn. it is easy to
play and learn at the same time! get

the 2nd edition of our amazing animals
jigsaw puzzles. collect all 22 of these

puzzlers to create an amazing puzzle of
these amazing animals. from the flying

pterodactyls to the fearsome
crocodiles, these puzzles will bring you

face-to-face with these amazing
creatures. each jigsaw puzzle is a

photograph taken in nature by marino
degano and illustrated with a unique
piece of the animal. you can use the

webcam on your android device to turn
it into a puzzle. you can view the
completed puzzle by rotating the
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